How to spend less time lubricating and more time mowing with gang mowers.

It’s so easy you’ll wonder why all mowers aren’t made like Jacobsen makes them.

And that’s with a sealed housing design that requires lubrication only once a year. Not every time you use the mowers. Just once a year.

Which is one good reason why you see so many Jacobsen gang mowers out cutting turf instead of being out for lube jobs.

Another reason you see so many Jacobsen gang mowers out there is because we make so many of them. In fact, we offer the world’s most complete line.

It includes (and it’s quite a list): Fairway gang mowers with your choice of 5, 6 or 10-blade units. In 3, 5, 7, 9 or 11-gang pull behind combinations. With adjustable cutting heights.

Plus Blitzer gang mowers (for rougher turf) with 4 or 5 blade units, and bigger 10” reels. In 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11-gang combinations. With adjustable cutting heights.

And here’s another Jacobsen exclusive. For quick parallel alignment of bed knife ends, simply turn two adjustment knobs by hand.

Both Fairway and Blitzer units offer you three different wheel styles. Steel, semi-pneumatic and pneumatic, each in two sizes. Yet another Jacobsen exclusive.

Then, there’s our Ram Lift Ranger frame for 3 or 5 gang units. The reels raise and lower hydraulically. And 5, 7 and 9-gang mowing tractors to top it off.

Ask your Jacobsen Distributor for a demonstration. He’ll show you a whole line of gang mowers that do more mowing and less getting ready for it than anything you’ve ever seen.

Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin 53403

JACOBSEN
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company

Take a look at leadership.
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